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Abstract. Abnormal microvascular physiology and function is com-
mon in many diseases. Numerous pathologies include hypervascular-
ity, aberrant angiogenesis, or abnormal vascular remodeling among
the characteristic features of the disease, and quantitative imaging and
measurement of microvessel function can be important to increase
understanding of these diseases. Several optical techniques are useful
for direct imaging of microvascular function. Spectral imaging is one
such technique that can be used to assess microvascular oxygen trans-
port function with high spatial and temporal resolution in microvessel
networks through measurements of hemoglobin saturation. We high-
light novel observation made with our intravital microscopy spectral
imaging system employed with mouse dorsal skin-fold window cham-
bers for imaging hemoglobin saturation in microvessel networks. Spe-
cifically, we image acute oxygenation fluctuations in a tumor mi-
crovessel network, the development of arteriovenous malformations
in a mouse model of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, and the
formation of spontaneous and induced microvascular thromboses and
occlusions. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

maging and measurement of microvessel function can be im-
ortant to increase understanding of various diseases. Numer-
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ous pathologies include hypervascularity, aberrant angiogen-
esis, or abnormal vascular remodeling among the
characteristic features of the disease.1–3 For example, the mi-
crovasculature of solid tumors is structurally and functionally
abnormal,4,5 foot ulcerations can occur in diabetes mellitus

1083-3668/2010/15�1�/011111/12/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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atients due to impaired angiogenesis and poor
ascularization,6,7 angiogenesis that forms abnormal mi-
rovasculature can sustain chronic inflammation in rheuma-
oid arthritis,8,9 and epidermal hyperplasia is a characteristic
f psoriatic skin lesions.10 Many ophthalmic diseases, such as
iabetic retinopathy and sensile vascular degeneration, also
ave an underlying microvascular component.11,12

Several optical techniques are useful for direct imaging of
icrovascular morphology and function either clinically or in

reclinical animal models. Intravascular fluorescence contrast
gents can be used for imaging of microvessel morphology in
ome tissues with wide-field fluorescence imaging �e.g., reti-
al angiography with sodium fluorescein13� or multiphoton
icroscopy using dyes or quantum dots.14 Multiphoton mi-

roscopy can also be used to measure microvessel blood
elocity,15 permeability,16 and relative oxygenation17 in ani-
al models. Relative microvessel profusion can be measured
ith laser Doppler and speckle contrast techniques.18,19 Pho-

oacoustic tomography and microscopy can be used to mea-
ure microvascular morphology and relative vessel
xygenation.20–22 Optical coherence tomography �OCT� can
e a particularly versatile optical modality for microvascula-
ure imaging and measurements. Blood velocity can be

easured23–25 with Doppler OCT, relative microvessel oxy-
enation can be measured with spectroscopic OCT
ethods,26–29 microvessel hematocrit can be measured from

cattering attenuation by red blood cells,30 and speckle vari-
nce processing can provide contrast for microvessel mor-
hology imaging.31

Spectral imaging can be used to assess microvascular oxy-
en transport function in microvessel networks through mea-
urements of hemoglobin saturation. Spectral imaging of mi-
rovessels with high resolution is limited to superficial tissue
icrovessels and the best results are often obtained invasively
ith animal models; thus, the utility of spectral imaging mea-

urements of microvascular function may potentially be ap-
lied best in the preclinical setting. Depending on instrument
apabilities and the animal model used, correlations in hemo-
lobin saturation can be obtained throughout a microvessel
etwork with high spatial and temporal resolution. Several
esearchers have used spectral imaging in preclinical models
o measure microvascular hemoglobin saturation in mesentery
issue,32 cremaster muscle,33 rodent dorsal skin-fold window
hambers,32–36 and cerebrum.19,37 In this paper, we highlight
ovel observations made with our intravital microscopy spec-
ral imaging system used with mouse dorsal skin-fold window
hambers for imaging hemoglobin saturation in microvessel
etworks. Specifically, we image acute oxygenation fluctua-
ions in a tumor microvessel network, the formation of arte-
iovenous anastomoses in a mouse model of hereditary hem-
rrhagic telangiectasia, and the formation of spontaneous and
nduced microvascular thromboses and occlusions.

Materials and Methods
etailed descriptions of the imaging system, spectral imaging

alibration, and the window chamber model can also be found
n previous publications.34,35 All in vivo experiments were
onducted under protocols approved by the University of
lorida Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-2
2.1 Imaging System

For intravital microscopy spectral imaging, a Zeiss AxioIm-
ager microscope �Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, New York�
serves as the imaging platform. The window chamber is tran-
silluminated by a 100-W tungsten halogen lamp. Spectral im-
aging datasets are acquired with a 1388-�1024-pixel CCD
camera �DVC Company, Austin, Texas� with 12-bit dynamic
range. The camera is thermoelectrically cooled to −20 °C.
The microscope objectives �Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, New
York� have a long working distance �WD� as follows: 2.5�
�numerical aperture �NA�=0.12, WD=6.3 mm� and 5�
�NA=0.25, WD=12.5 mm� Fluars, and a 10� �NA=0.3,
WD=5.5 mm� Plan-NeoFluar. A C-mounted liquid crystal
tunable filter �LCTF� with a 400- to 720-nm transmission
range and 10-nm nominal bandwidth �CRI, Inc., Woburn,
Massachusetts� placed in front of the CCD camera is used for
band-limited optical filtering for spectral imaging. Images ac-
quired with the CCD camera are saved as 16-bit TIF �tagged
image format� files.

2.2 Image Acquisition

Software created with LabVIEW �National Instruments Corp.,
Austin, Texas� was used to control the LCTF tuning and CCD
camera operation. The software enables automated image ac-
quisition with user-specified camera exposure times and gains
for each filter wavelength. For each hemoglobin saturation
�HbSat� measurement data set, 16 images were acquired from
500 to 575 nm in 5-nm intervals. The transmission of the
LCTFs was lower at shorter wavelengths and higher at longer
wavelengths, therefore the image acquisition time was ad-
justed a priori for each wavelength such that the full dynamic
range of the camera was used. The minimum exposure time
used was 300 ms to average out fluctuations in the signal due
to random red blood cell motion.35 A typical data set was
acquired in about 13 s, which included image acquisition, fil-
ter tuning, image transfer, and saving of the images to the
computer hard drive.

2.3 In Vivo Surgery and Imaging

A titanium window chamber was surgically implanted under
anesthesia �ketamine 100 mg /kg IP �intraperitoneal� and xy-
lazine 10 mg /kg IP� on the back of mice. In this window
chamber model, one piece of skin was removed completely
and replaced with a 12-mm-diam #2 round glass coverslip
�Erie Scientific, Portsmouth, New Hampshire�. For experi-
ments with tumors, a window chamber tumor was established
during chamber implantation by injecting 10 �L of a single
cell suspension of tumor cells. In survival experiments, ani-
mals were housed in an environmental chamber with free ac-
cess to food and water and standard 12-h light/dark cycles.

For imaging, animals were placed on a heating pad at-
tached to the microscope stage during the imaging session. A
custom-built window chamber holder stably secured the win-
dow chamber under the microscope objective. The holder was
fastened to the microscope stage in a manner that enabled the
window chamber to be positioned under the microscope ob-
jective using the standard manual controls on the microscope
stage. Anesthesia for immobilization during imaging is pro-
vided by isoflurane �1 to 1.5%� in air.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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.4 Image and Data Processing
mage processing was performed using software developed
ith MATLAB �The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachu-

etts�. Images were converted into double-precision arrays for
athematical processing. Raw pixel values were converted to

bsorbance values after manually selecting avascular refer-
nce regions in the images as estimates of unattenuated light.
alibration spectra of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin obtained
ith the imaging system were used to calculate pixel HbSat
alues by linear least-squares regression of the data in a linear
ixing model according to the method of Shonat et al.37 as

escribed previously.35 Briefly, the following model equation
as used to process each image pixel:

A� = log� I0

I
� = ��

HbO2�HbO2�L + ��
Hb−R�Hb − R�L + SL ,

�1�

here A� is the absorbance at wavelength �; I is the pixel
alue; I0 is a reference light pixel value; ��

HbO2 and ��
Hb-R are

he extinction coefficients for oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin, re-
pectively, at wavelength �; �HbO2� and �Hb-R� are the con-
entrations of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin, respectively; L is
he pathlength; and S is a pathlength-dependent scattering
erm, where scattering was assumed to be constant in the
avelength range used. The scattering term in the model

quation in practice actually functions like a constant additive
rror term. The pixel values were converted to absorbance
alues by manually selecting avascular regions in the images
o use as an estimate of I0. Pixels that have regression fits of

2�0.90 were rejected.

.5 Tumor Experiments
e used 4TO7 mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cells that

re nonmetastaic subclones of the 4T1 cell line with athymic
emale nude �nu/nu� mice. The tumor cells were a gift from

ark W. Dewhirst, Duke University, Durham, North Caro-
ina. The tumor cells were cultured as a monolayer in Dul-
ecco modified Eagle medium �DMEM; Mediatech, Manas-
as, Virginia� with 10% fetal bovine serum �Mediatech,

anassas, Virginia� prior to implantation. Cultures were used
fter one or two passages from frozen stocks to ensure recov-
ry from the thermal shock and a normal growth rate. The
ells were enzymatically dissociated from the flasks �BD Bio-
cience, San Jose, California� using 0.05% trypsin/EDTA
Mediatech, Manassas, Virginia� and counted on a hemacy-
ometer to determine the cell concentration to prepare single-
ell suspensions for implantation. The 4TO7 tumors were es-
ablished at the time of window chamber surgery from a
0-�L single cell suspension of 5�103 to 10�103 cells
njected into the subcutaneous tissue immediately prior to
lacing a 12-mm round glass coverslip over the exposed area
f the skin.

.6 Arteriovenous Anastomosis Experiments
maging of pathological anastomoses formation in the form of
rteriovenous malformations was performed using a mouse
odel of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia �HHT�. In this
ouse model, the activin-receptor-like kinase 1 �Alk1� gene is

esigned to be deleted by administration of tamoxifen. Details
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-3
about the generation of the Alk1 conditional knockout mice
were described previously.38 Conditional Alk1 knockout
�Alk12f/−� mice were intercrossed with ROSA26CreER/+ mice
that ubiquitously produce CreER that is a fusion protein of
Cre recombinase and a mutated form of the estrogen receptor
that can be activated by tamoxifen. The experimental group
included mice with ROSA26CreER/+ ; /Alk12f/2f and
ROSA26CreER/+ ;Alk12f/− genotypes while the control groups
were ROSA26+/+ ;Alk12f/2f and ROSA26+/+ ;Alk12f/− mice.
Window chambers were surgically installed as already de-
scribed, and a wound was created in an avascular area be-
tween vessel branches in the center of the window chamber
using a 16-gauge needle during surgery. Oil-based tamoxifen
�Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri� was administered intra-
peritoneally at 2.5 mg /25 g bodyweight to control and
knockout mice immediately prior to window chamber instal-
lation. Mice were imaged as already described almost every
day for up to 11 days after surgery.

Blood flow through suspected arteriovenous malformations
�AVMs� from arterioles to venules was confirmed by tracking
fluorescently labeled red blood cells �RBCs�. Blood from a
donor mouse was labeled with the carbocyanine dye
1,1�-dioctadecyl-3 ,3 ,3� ,3�-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine,
4-chlorobenzenesulfonate salt �DiD solid, Invitrogen,
D-7757� similar to the procedure used by Unthank et al.39 A
50-�L bolus of packed labeled RBCs in saline solution �30%
v/v� was administered by tail vein injection 1 to 2 days prior
to imaging. It was determined from previous experiments that
for the fraction of labeled cells achieved in vivo with this
protocol ��1 to 3%�, there was negligible absorption interfer-
ence of the dye with the spectral data obtained for hemoglobin
saturation in the wavelength range employed 40

�500 to 575 nm�.

2.7 Thrombosis Experiments
Imaging of thrombus formation was performed as part of ex-
periments to test the antithrombotic activity of an angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 �ACE2� activator compounds to stimu-
late purported antithrombotic activity of the ACE2/
angiotensin-�1-7�/Mas axis.41,42 Vascular injury and thrombus
formation were artificially induced to demonstrate the effect
of the compounds by visualizing platelet adhesion and throm-
bus formation in real time.

Dorsal skin-fold window chambers were surgically im-
planted on male athymic nude mice �nu/nu� of 9 to 10 weeks
of age �Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, Indiana� as pre-
viously described except that a coverslip was not installed for
these terminal experiments. The jugular vein was cannulated
for intravenous access. The exposed subdermal skin of the
window chamber was maintained under warm saline �37 °C�
throughout the experiment. A bolus of 300 �L of carboxy-
fluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester �Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
California� was injected via the cannulated jugular vein to
visualize platelets. The nonfluorescent precursor is taken up
by platelets and somewhat by leukocytes where it forms the
stable and highly fluorescent fluorophore carboxyfluorescein
succinimidyl ester �CFSE� in the cells by intracellular cleav-
age of the acetate groups. The approximate excitation and
emission peaks of CFSE are 492 and 517 nm, respectively.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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A vessel of interest with a 70- to 200-�m diameter was
elected on the basis of unrestricted blood flow and location in
he vessel network. Thrombus formation was induced using a
rotocol similar to Katayama et al.43 via topical application
or 2 min of 5% FeCl3-soaked paper �3�3 mm� placed on
he exposed subdermal skin region containing the vessel of
nterest. The piece of paper was removed after 2 min and the
indow was washed twice with warm saline. Thrombus for-
ation was monitored in real time by fluorescence and spec-

ral imaging. Fluorescence video images were acquired every
inute for 20 s at a 30-frames /s rate with an electron-
ultiplying CCD camera �Andor Technology, South Windsor,
onnecticut� and a spectral imaging data set for hemoglobin

aturation measurements was acquired once every minute, as
escribed previously. Imaging sessions lasted for
0 to 25 min.

Results
.1 Tumor Microvascular Acute Oxygenation

Fluctuations
bnormal tumor microvasculature with compromised oxygen

ransport is known to be a major cause of hypoxia in
umors.5,44,45 The biology of tumor cells may be different de-
ending on whether they are exposed to chronic hypoxia or
cute hypoxia with subsequent reoxygenation.46 Acute fluc-
uations in blood flow and oxygen supply that are significant
nough to cause hypoxia are becoming more appreciated for
heir effects on tumor biology and therapy as even relatively
hort hypoxic episodes can have a potentially profound
ffect.47,48 For example, it has been recently reported that tu-
or metastases have a higher fraction of acutely hypoxic cells

han chronically hypoxic cells, implying that acutely hypoxic
ells have a higher metastatic potential and greater probability
f impact on therapeutic response.49

Research to characterize acute fluctuations in tumor mi-
rovessel oxygenation and perfusion requires advanced imag-
ng techniques with microvessel resolution.50 Spectral imag-
ng of tumor microvessel oxygenation may be a useful tool in
his effort. We previously showed that spectral imaging could
e used to measure acute fluctuations in tumor microvessel
xygenation.34 We further demonstrate here how spectral im-
ging can document extreme acute fluctuations in tumor mi-
rovessel oxygenation and reveal an apparent sensitivity in a
umor microvessel network to supply vessel oxygenation fluc-
uations. Figure 1 shows a 4TO7 tumor with a diameter of
.5 to 2.0 mm 9 days after implantation of cells. The regions
f interest �ROIs� chosen for HbSat measurement are indi-
ated in the figures by numbered white squares. ROIs 2 and 4
re nearby arterioles and ROIs 1 and 3 are on nearby venules.
OIs 5 and 6 are located on tumor feeding arterioles, while
OIs 7 to 9 connected to a tumor draining venule that is a
ranch of the venule marked with ROI 3. HbSat for the ROIs,
easured every 20 s for 43 min, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
he data points are connected by straight line segments with

he data points omitted for clarity. We can see in Fig. 2 that
he arterioles adjacent to ROIs 2 and 4 have slow relatively
arge magnitude fluctuations that appear to be temporally cor-
elated. The venules adjacent to ROIs 1 and 3 have smaller
uctuations and a lower and relatively stable oxygenation
ompared to the arterioles. The tumor-feeding arteriole
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-4
marked ROI 6 had an abrupt deoxygenation episode that oc-
curred around the 35-min observation time. In Fig. 3, extreme
oxygenation fluctuations are seen in the vessels marked with
ROIs 7 to 9. At ROI 7, for example, the HbSat over the
observation period ranges from less than 1 to about 84%. The
abrupt deoxygenation episode seen in the tumor-feeding arte-
riole with ROI 6 is also reflected in ROIs 7 to 9, which may
indicate a connection somewhere in the tumor between these
microvessels. Using the vessel with ROI 7 as representative of
the group of vessels with ROIs 7 to 9, a pairwise comparison
of the HbSat measurements at the various time points was
made to vessels with ROIs 3 to 6, as shown in Fig. 4. A line
was fit to the data in each comparison to gauge the correlation
in the measurements. As we can see in the figures, the stron-
gest correlations occurred with the tumor-feeding arteriole
ROI 6 vessel �R2=0.65� and the nearby adjacent arteriole
ROI 4 �R2=0.53�, although the correlations were in opposite
directions �positive with the ROI 6 tumor-feeding arteriole,
negative with the ROI 4 adjacent arteriole�. The correlation of

Fig. 1 Transmitted light image of a 4TO7 tumor and adjacent normal
tissue. ROIs for HbSat measurements in Figs. 2–4 are marked with the
image. ROI 1, venule; ROI 2, arteriole; ROI 3, venule; ROI 4, arteri-
ole; ROI 5, tumor feeding arteriole; ROI 6, tumor feeding arteriole;
ROIs 7 to 9, tumor microvessels.

Fig. 2 HbSat in ROIs 1 to 6 in Fig. 1. Measurements were acquired
every 20 seconds for 43 minutes. Data points are omitted for clarity.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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he fluctuations with the other vessels �ROIs 3 and 4� was
elatively weak �R2�0.2�. The arteriole feeding branch ROI

is closest to the tumor microvessels marked ROIs 7 to 9,
herefore it may be expected to have the strongest influence
n these vessels and consequently the strongest correlation.
he inverse correlation between the tumor microvessels ROIs
to 9 and the arteriole ROI 3 that supplies the tumor-feeding

rteriole ROI 6 was possibly due to dynamic changes in the
istribution of blood flow from the main arteriole ROI 3 to the
umor-feeding branch ROI 6, as more blood was diverted to
he tumor feeding branch ROI 6, less was available in the
rteriole ROI 3, and the respective vessel oxygenations
hanged accordingly. These results demonstrate that fluctua-
ions in microvessel oxygenation with the potential to cause
ypoxia can occur in tumors of a relatively small size. The
esults also suggest that a potential source of instability in
umor microvessel oxygenation may be due to an exaggerated
esponse in the tumor vessels to oxygenation fluctuations in

ig. 3 HbSat in ROIs 7 9 in Fig. 1. Measurements were acquired every
0 s for 43 min. Data points are omitted for clarity.

ig. 4 Plot of vessel with ROI 7 HbSat measurements �abscissas� ver-
us vessels with ROIs 3 to 6 �ordinates� in Fig. 1 for the time points
ver the 43-min imaging session with data sets acquired every 20 s.
he specific ROI being compared to ROI 7 is indicated in each graph.
line was fit to the data to gauge the correlation between the oxy-

enation in the vessels and R2 values of the linear fit are indicated in
he figure.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-5
the tumor supply vessels. Gaustad et al. showed that tumor-
feeding vessels can have a significant influence on local per-
fusion of tumor microvessel network regions,51 thus, some
correlation between tumor supply vessels and regions of tu-
mor microvessel networks could be expected. In previous
publications, we showed that in tumors there could be direct
connections between well and poorly oxygenated
microvessels.34,52 If these connections were present in the tu-
mors used in this study, then it is possible that dynamic
changes in blood flow through these connections contributed
to the large swings in microvessel oxygenation.

3.2 Arteriovenous Malformations
Arteriovenous �AV� anastomoses are direct connections be-
tween the arterial and venous circulation without an interven-
ing capillary bed. These connections can be created surgically
in larger vessels for a therapeutic purpose such as assistance
in the treatment of hemodialysis patients.53 AV anastomoses
are naturally present in the microcirculation of some normal
tissues with highly variable blood flow, such as skin54 and
nasal mucosa,55 but they can also arise pathologically as part
of a disease process. Tumor microvasculature can develop a
substantial number of pathological AV anastomoses.56 A high
percentage of HHT patients can develop AVMs in the brain,
lungs, liver, and gastrointestinal tract that can potentially rup-
ture with devastating consequences.57,58 In addition to these
visceral AVMs, a majority of HHT patients develop telang-
iectases in mucocutaneous areas, such as the nasal cavity, that
result in spontaneous nose bleeding.59

To study the development of skin AVMs, we developed a
mouse model using the Alk1 gene by intercrossing
ROSA26CreER/+ mice with Alk1-conditional knockout
�Alk12f/−� mice.38 We have shown that a wound can induce de
novo AVMs in its surroundings in adult
ROSA26CreER/+ ;Alk12f/− mice �Alk1 mutants hereafter� ad-
ministered with tamoxifen. Figure 5 shows AVM development
at selected time points stimulated by wound healing in the
Alk1 mutants. The regions where two AVMs form are indi-
cated in the figure. Venules near the wound had increased
oxygenation and diameters after surgery due to AVM forma-
tion. Veins and venules, the most distensible of the blood
vessels, are sensitive to pressure changes and can markedly
dilate with small increases in pressure.60 The increase in
venule oxygenation was observed prior to the appearance of a
clearly identifiable AVM with brightfield or spectral imaging.
Confirmation of a direct connection between arterioles and
venules through AVMs was obtained by tracking the flow of
fluorescently labeled RBCs administered via tail vein injec-
tion after spectral imaging. Tracking fluorescently labeled
RBCs also enabled visualization of the earliest connections
between arterioles and venules through sprouting vessels that
eventually formed AVMs, suggesting that the vascular
changes seen in the brightfield and spectral images were in-
duced by these connections. In the Alk1 mutants, relatively
few nascent sprouts developed at the perimeter of the wound.
There was extensive formation of stable AVMs that resulted in
significant changes in the microvasculature adjacent to the
wound, including major arterioles and venules, that persisted
after the wound had healed. Wound healing occurred within
the same time frame as control animals. Figure 6 shows
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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ound healing at selected time points in control animals with
unctional Alk-1. Extensive formation of nascent sprouts oc-
urred around the periphery of wounds in control animals
uring wound healing, but they subsided after the wound was
ealed. There were minor changes in the oxygenation and
orphology of major vessels and after wound healing the
icrovasculature returned to a more normal state. In contrast

o the Alk-1 deletion mice, no AVMs formed in control mice
nd venule oxygenation in control mice was less than in Alk-1
eletion animals. This point is illustrated in Table 1. Arteriole
nd venule ROIs were evaluated on different days �n=9 for
lk-1 deletion, n=7 for control�. The ROIs were located in
reas near the arrow heads identifying the different vessels in
igs. 5 and 6. For the mice in the figures, the arterioles had
imilar average saturations throughout the observation period
ut the Alk-1 deletion mice had statistically higher venule
aturation �see Table 1�.

.3 Thromboses and Microvascular Occlusions
lood vessel occlusions due to thrombus formation can occur

n disease and pathophysiological processes. In cardiovascular
isease, the eruption of an atherosclerotic plaque can initiate
rterial thrombus formation leading to myocardial
nfarction.61 There can be a risk of deep vein thrombosis for-

ation after some types of surgery or trauma, or in patients
ith various disorders of the coagulation system.62 Imaging of
icrovasculature in preclinical models can potentially be use-

ul for testing and evaluation of new thrombolytic drugs to
issolve thrombi or thromboprophylaxis agents aimed at pre-
enting thrombus formation.

ig. 5 AVM development in a conditional Alk1 deletion mouse
ROSA26CreER/Alk12f/−� stimulated by a wound, where A, arteriole; V,
enule; and W, wound. The left column shows transmitted light im-
ges and the right column shows HbSat images. Region where AVMs
ormed is indicated in the day 5 and day 9 images. At day 5, the AVM
onnections were not obvious but clear changes in venule oxygen-
tion could be seen due to the AVMs. The arrowheads indicating the
rteriole and venule also indicate regions of interest where HbSat
easurements were obtained.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-6
Dorsal skin-fold window chambers were used with spectral
imaging as part of an investigation into the antithrombotic
activity of a novel ACE2 activating agent.63 Figure 7 shows
brightfield and HbSat images of a region of tissue in a mouse
immediately prior to and 21 min after thrombus formation
initiated by topical application of FeCl3. The FeCl3 was ap-
plied to the tissue with a piece of paper soaked with the so-
lution �dotted outline in Fig. 7�. Venous thrombi gradually
formed over approximately 20 min, resulting in a decreased
oxygenation in the venules due to restricted and occluded
blood flow. Figure 8 shows time series images of the region
outlined by the small box in Fig. 7, showing the gradual de-
crease in oxygenation of the venule as thrombi form over
time. The HbSat values of the indicated region in Fig. 8 at
several time points are shown in Fig. 9. Thrombus formation
was independently confirmed by the accumulation of fluores-
cently labeled platelets throughout the venules. Spectral im-
aging revealed the microvessel network oxygenation changes
due to thrombi formation in the venules.

Table 1 Comparison of arteriole and venule average saturation in a
mouse model of HHT during wound healing.

HbSat �%�a

Arteriole Venule

Control �n=9� 81±5b 47±12c

Alk-1 delection �n=7� 82±3b 64±6c

aMean±st dev
bNot statistically significant
cStatistically significant �t test, p�0.005�

Fig. 6 Wound healing in a control mouse: A, arteriole; V, venule; and
W, wound. The left column shows transmitted light brightfield images
and the right column shows HbSat images. The arrowheads indicating
the arteriole and venule also indicate regions of interest where HbSat
measurements were obtained. Unlike the conditional Alk1 deletion
mouse in Fig. 5, no AVMs formed during wound healing.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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Complete cessation of blood flow in a vessel is an extreme
xample of intermittent blood flow that can occur in tumors.

hile changes in blood flow without complete cessation of
ow are probably more common and important causes of
uctuating tumor oxygenation and hypoxia than complete
ascular stasis,47,64,65 total cessation of blood flow in tumor
essels does occur. Spontaneous occlusions in tumor mi-
rovessels can be dynamic structures that grow within the
ccluded vessel and affect blood flow to surrounding vessels
nd regions, as demonstrated in Figs. 10–12. In Fig. 10 is a
essel network from a 4TO7 tumor in which a spontaneous
cclusion formed due to a plug of RBCs. Simultaneous imag-
ng of exogenously administered fluorescently labeled RBCs
n this mouse confirmed the existence of the occlusion due to
toppage of RBC flux. Changes in the occlusion and the sub-
equent effect on the vessel network were observed for 1 h
ith spectral imaging hemoglobin saturation data sets ac-
uired every minute. The RBC plug that formed in the indi-
ated vessel in Fig. 10 was a dynamic structure that expanded
uring the observation period and grew along the main oc-
luded vessel in a direction counter to the blood flow direction
n the vessel. Dynamic growth and expansion of the plug was
ifferentiated from movement and propagation of the plug
ecause the plug front advanced against the direction of blood
ow rather than moving along with it. Also, observation of
uorescently labeled RBCs indicated a gradual accumulation
f the flowing cells at the plug front, resulting in expansion of
he front against the direction of blood flow as RBCs im-
inged on the plug. The movement of the plug front is shown
n more detail in Fig. 11. There was a sharp gradient in HbSat
long the vessel in the region of the RBC plug with the lowest
bSat in and beyond the plug region. The plug front border
as chosen by identifying an area within the gradient where

he HbSat first decreased to a level less than 5%. Figure 12
hows HbSat images of the network at 5 and 60 min into the
bservation period. A steep hemoglobin saturation gradient

ig. 7 Brightfield and HbSat images are shown before and 21 minutes
fter topical application of FeCl3 to induce thrombus formation. The
ed dotted line in the top left image indicates where the border of the
aper soaked with FeCl3 was relative to the image area. The yellow
ox indicates the region shown in the images in Fig. 8 at higher mag-
ification. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-7
can be seen in the occluded vessel in the vicinity of the plug
in the figure �G in Fig. 12�. The plug front advanced about
200 �m during the observation period. The growth of the
occlusion had consequences for side branches of the main
vessel. At the beginning of the observation period, the side
branches were functional, but eventually expansion of the
plug obstructed these vessels, cutting off blood flow. The oxy-
genation of the branching vessels steadily decreased over the
observation period. The vessel in which the RBC plug formed
appeared to be a major supply vessel for the local region with
several different branches supplying adjacent networks on ei-
ther side of the main vessel. The global decrease in HbSat in

Fig. 8 Brightfield and HbSat time sequence images of thrombus de-
velopment for the region indicated by the yellow box in Fig. 7. The
yellow outlined area on the venule in the top left image indicates the
ROI used for the HbSat measurements shown in Fig. 9. The arrow in
the brightfield image at the 8-min time point indicates a forming
thrombus. �Color online only.�

Fig. 9 Plot of the HbSat in the ROI indicated in Fig. 8 at various time
points during thrombus development. The data points in the figure are
given as the median±interquartile range for the ROI.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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he field of view may have been the result of the expanding
lug cutting off blood flow to some of these side branches that
upplied adjacent networks, and a lack of redundant mi-
rovessels to perfuse the immediate region from other feeding
essels. These results demonstrate how spontaneous mi-
rovascular RBC occlusions that occur in tumors can impact
ot only the distal network vessels supplied by the occluded
essel but also proximal side branches due to the dynamic
ature of the occlusion.

ig. 10 Tumor microvessel network in which a spontaneous RBC oc-
lusion formed during imaging. Within the highlighted region is the
essel with the occlusion. The vessel is marked with several ROIs that
ere used to determine the apparent location of the occlusion front as

t moved during the imaging session. The location of the occlusion
ront at the beginning and end of the imaging session are indicated in
he figure. The highlighted region with the occluded vessel is shown
n more detail in Fig. 11.

ig. 11 Detail of highlighted region in Fig. 10 showing the progres-
ion of the RBC occlusion front during the imaging session �arrow�.
he RBC occlusion front progressed counter to the direction of blood
ow in the vessel. The occlusion front was chosen by identifying an
rea within the HbSat gradient in the occlusion vicinity where the
bSat decreased to a level less than 5%. The HbSat values of several
OIs on the apparent occlusion front at different time points are indi-
ated in the figure.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-8
4 Discussion
A number of optical techniques, some with 3-D imaging ca-
pabilities, can be used to measure some aspect of microvas-
cular function. Two-photon microscopy �TPM� can be used
with fluorescent and phosphorescent dyes to measure mi-
crovascular oxygen tension66 �pO2� and blood velocity.15 La-
ser Doppler and laser speckle contrast imaging can provide
wide-field relative measurements of microvessel
perfusion.18,67,68 OCT can provide absolute blood velocity and
volume flow measurements,23,24,69 as well as microvessel he-
matocrit measurements30 and relative saturation.29 Photoa-
coustic tomography can be used to image microvasculature
and measure HbSat to depths of up to 3 mm in tissue.22,70

Spectral imaging has some advantages and limitations for
measuring microvessel oxygenation compared to other optical
imaging techniques. Phosphorescence lifetime imaging meth-
ods require use of exogenous dyes that can have physiological
side effects or measurement artifacts,71 while spectral imaging
makes use of endogenous hemoglobin absorption. Photoa-
coustic imaging methods require physical contact with the
specimen to be imaged, which may not be possible or appro-
priate in some cases, while spectral imaging is noncontact.
Unlike spectral imaging, current OCT measurements of HbSat
cannot be related to an absolute scale of saturation. A limita-
tion of spectral imaging is that primarily it is a superficial
imaging technique. Binzoni et al.72 used a Monte Carlo mul-
tilayered skin photon propagation model with water, hemo-
globin, melanin, and fat as absorbers to estimate depth limi-
tations of spectral imaging in the wavelength range of
600 to 1000 nm. Other optical properties were assumed con-
stant except for the hypodermis layer in which a published
model of wavelength-dependent scattering was used. The re-

Fig. 12 Hemoglobin saturation maps of the tumor microvessel net-
work in Fig. 10 at two different time points. The images were taken at
�a� 5 and �b� 60 min into the imaging session. The plug �P� is indi-
cated in �a�. Note the sharp change in vessel oxygenation at the plug
relative the perfused region upstream of the occlusion. A steep vessel
oxygenation gradient �G� is seen in near the plug as the plug advances
in the vessel in �b�.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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ults of the model indicated that while the presence of certain
bjects may be detected to depths of several hundred mi-
rometers or more, practical, direct, high-resolution imaging
f imbedded objects is limited to a depth on the order of tens
f micrometers at best. Thus, only relatively superficial mi-
rovessels can be expected to be imaged accurately, which
ay restrict in vivo spectral imaging of microvessel HbSat to
indow models or other specific cases. Besides dorsal skin-

old windows, spectral imaging of microvasculature has been
pplied to brain windows37 and can potentially be applied to
ther windows, such as mammary windows,73 or situations
here microvasculature can be directly imaged, such as exte-

iorized mesentery tissue.32 Another limitation of spectral im-
ging is that it is not well suited for imaging very rapid dy-
amic events. The area to be imaged must be relatively stable
uring the spectral imaging data acquisition time as most
pectral imaging systems and instruments require spatial,
pectral, or temporal scanning to acquire a complete data set.
hus, spectral imaging of dynamic events with temporal res-
lution on the order of milliseconds is beyond the capabilities
f most common spectral imaging instruments. A number of
ifferent strategies have been investigated to perform spectral
maging of rapidly changing dynamic events. These strategies
nclude filtered subarray imaging,74 computed tomographic
maging spectrometer data capture and processing,75 and com-
ressive spectral imaging with a binary coded aperture.76,77

ach of these techniques has its own advantages and limita-
ions.

One of the major functions of the microvasculature is the
ransport and delivery of oxygen to tissues with oxygen ex-
hange occurring in capillaries,78 precapillary arterioles,79 and
ostcapillary venules.80 Spectral imaging can be useful for
ssessment of microvessel oxygenation from hemoglobin ab-
orption spectra for measurement of percent hemoglobin satu-
ation. In this paper, we demonstrate how the relatively simple
ptical technique of spectral imaging of hemoglobin satura-
ion can be a useful tool to provide novel insights into mi-
rovessel oxygen transport function in various preclinical
odel systems.
Acute episodes of hypoxia activate numerous tumor cell

athways, in particular those controlled by the hypoxia-
nducible factor 1 �HIF-1� promoter, and these pathways en-
ance tumor cell survivability and treatment resistance.81

onstantly fluctuating tumor oxygenation appears to be a de-
ning characteristic of the tumor microenvironment82 that
ay have important clinical ramifications in terms of patient

rognosis and tumor metastatic potential.49 Acute oxygen
uctuations are caused in large measure by a variety factors
elated to abnormal tumor microvasculature structure and
unction.81 Recent data suggests that cyclic fluctuations in re-
ional tumor oxygenation are more important than classically
escribed chronic hypoxia in terms of tumor biology and
herapy.49,83 The data presented in this paper in Figs. 1–4
emonstrate the extremes in acute oxygenation changes that a
roup of microvessels can undergo, and the apparent sensitiv-
ty of the fluctuations to nearby supply vessels. Using a novel
ptical imaging technique to measure perfusion variations in
erms of “blood supply time” in tumors referenced to tumor
eeding arteries,84 Gaustad et al.51 demonstrated that the mor-
hology of the tumor-feeding arteries had a large and measur-
ble effect on the tumor blood supply in local tumor mi-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 011111-9
crovessel regions. Spectral imaging combined with this
technique may help measure how these tumor-feeding vessel
perfusion effects also influence the oxygenation of local tu-
mor microvessel networks.

Spectral imaging in a mouse model of HHT in Figs. 5 and
6 and Table 1 document the consequences of AVM develop-
ment in real time. Microvessel oxygenation changes during
AVM development indicated that AVM formation occurred at
early time points following angiogenesis stimulation by
wound creation, and suggested that the formation of the AVM
induced changes in microvascular morphology and function,
particularly in the venules. Venules connected to arterioles
through AVMs rapidly became dilated and hyperoxygenated
compared to normal venules. The changes in venule oxygen-
ation were frequently apparent prior to the appearance of a
clearly identifiable AVM. This is important because previous
histologic examination of tissue specimens suggested85,86 that
the opposite was the case—that dilation of microvessels ini-
tiated or at least preceded development of AVMs. A clearer
understanding of the causes and consequences of AVM for-
mation and tracking the timing of AVM formation may aid in
the development of therapies to better treat diseases that ex-
hibit this pathology. Our imaging technique may aid in under-
standing the causes of AVM formation and other vascular pa-
thologies at the molecular and genetic level using genetically
altered mouse models such as the one employed in this study.
A more detailed description of the animal model and charac-
terization experiments with this model can be found in a paper
by Park et al.87

Dangerous and debilitating thrombus formation can be
caused by pathological conditions such as diabetes, hyperten-
sion, and atherosclerosis.88 Thrombi induced from these and
similar pathological conditions can result in strokes, pulmo-
nary emboli, and deep venous thrombi among other
conditions.88 Spectral imaging of hemoglobin saturation
showed the gradual formation of chemically induced thrombi
and the effects of the thrombi on microcirculation oxygen-
ation in Figs. 7–9. The time for thrombus formation and com-
plete microvessel occlusion could be measured from these
experiments, and these data may provide additional informa-
tion besides systemic physiological measurements with which
to assess local microvessel physiology during a thrombotic
event. Real-time imaging of thrombus formation and changes
in microvascular oxygenation can aid in the development and
comparison of new therapeutic agents designed to treat patho-
logical thrombi by revealing subtle differences in the timing
and magnitude of drug action on the microvessel physiologi-
cal response and thrombus formation.

Changes in tumor microvascular blood flow without com-
plete cessation of flow are probably more common and im-
portant causes of fluctuating tumor oxygenation and hypoxia
than complete vascular stasis.47,64,65 However, complete ces-
sation of blood flow in a vessel is an extreme example of
intermittent blood flow. In this paper, we demonstrated that
spontaneous occlusions in tumor microvessels can be dy-
namic structures that grow within the occluded vessel to affect
blood flow to surrounding vessels and regions. The RBC plug
shown in Figs. 10–12 grew against the direction of blood flow
in the vessel for a length of at least 200 �m during the ob-
servation period. Blood flow to surrounding regions was
eventually diminished and cut off as the plug passed the
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�
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ranching vessels that supplied these areas, and a steep mi-
rovessel oxygenation gradient was observed in the immedi-
te vicinity of the RBC plug. Hypoxia can increase mechani-
al stiffness of RBCs, thus increasing blood viscosity,81 and
his process may help create RBC plugs that cause intermit-
ent cessation of local tumor blood flow.

While spectral imaging can be used as a single imaging
odality to obtain microvascular oxygenation information, it

an also be employed as a component of a multimodality
maging system in combination with other optical techniques
o obtain more detailed microvessel functional information.
pectral imaging has been combined with laser speckle con-

rast imaging for measurement of dynamic changes in rat ce-
ebral blood flow and oxygenation to identify local regions of
ctivation in response to an external stimulus.19 Spectral im-
ging has been combined with OCT to enable correlations
etween microvessel oxygenation and blood flow36 �velocity,
olume, and shear rate�. Microvessel convective oxygen mass
ransport is a function of several hemodynamic parameters
ncluding hemoglobin oxygen carrying capacity, percent satu-
ation, and RBC flux in a vessel.89,90 In a previous study, we
ombined spectral imaging with fluorescence video measure-
ents of RBC flux to obtain microvessel convective oxygen
ass transport measurements.40

In conclusion, spectral imaging of microvasculature in pre-
linical models can yield measurements of microvessel hemo-
lobin saturation that can provide novel insights in a variety
f model systems. While useful as a single imaging modality,
pectral imaging is also being combined with other modalities
o provide even more detailed measurements of microvessel
unction. Such combinations may provide new insights into
arious diseases processes and measurements of the effects of
ew therapies to treat them.
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